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ACTIVITY ALLOWANCE IN SERMISACTIVITY ALLOWANCE IN SERMIS
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Activity Allowance QueryActivity Allowance Query

    The purpose of this form is to display allowance information for a selected activity 
and NIIN.  If a part number and CAGE is entered, the related NIIN is selected and 
used to query. This process provides an on-line display of the allowance data at a 
summary level for the activity.  It further reflects the actual allowance data as it 
exists at the subsection level of the activity's IMRL. This process will aid in locating 
the various occurrences of an item within an activity's IMRL and will also show how 
the summary level allowance was derived.

The Wild Card Query (%) can 
only be used to restrict the 
possibilities within an 
associated List of Values 
(LOV).

Required Entries: 

AAI 

Optional Entries: 

NIIN or  Part Number or

Part Number/Cage

If the user has the 
appropriate Update roles 
they will be able to navigate 
to the Tailoring Update form 
by double clicking  on the TC 
field of the Allowance 
Information Block.
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Activities with Update Activities with Update 
EmploymentEmployment

     This on-line process provides a display of all activities with Update Employment for 
the SECA selected.  Phantom activities are identified on the output by an asterisk (*) 
under the header Phantom Indicator.  This process is provided primarily as an aid for 
the employment maintenance function.

The Wild Card Query 
(%) can only be used 
to restrict the 
possibilities within an 
associated List of 
Values (LOV).  Once a 
query has been 
performed the mode of 
the screen will change 
to Display. 

Required Entries: 

SECA 

Optional Entries: 

None

Once a query has been 
executed the user can 
the user can navigate 
to the Employment 
Update form by double 
clicking on any CI field.
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Allowance Main Menu - Allowance Main Menu - Updates

     The Allowance Update Menu provides access to the five (5) update processes: 
Deviation, Tailoring, Employment, Transfer Tailoring and Selective Allowance 
Regeneration.
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Deviation UpdateDeviation Update

     This update form is used by the SECA(s) for the addition of a support equipment 
item to an activity’s allowances when the input source data NIIN is not authorized 
by application or the input PART NUMBER/CAGE does not exist in source data or 
the SECA(s) current tech data.  If the PART NUMBER/CAGE does not exist in source 
data, the user can force the transaction and create tech data.  The users will also 
be able to delete previously added deviations.  Allowances created by this 
procedure will not be affected by the Source Data Update Process and must be 
manually deleted when the requirement no longer exists.

Required Entries: AAI 

Optional Entries: NIIN or 
Part Number and Cage

The user can insert a new 
record by going directly into 
the UPDATE mode without 
performing a query.  The 
Line Number field will not 
be available when inserting 
a new record.  If the user 
tries to commit a record 
without providing all the 
required information the 
form will post a message 
displaying which 
information is needed.
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Tailoring UpdateTailoring Update

      The purpose of this update form is to allow users to tailor authorized allowances 
and custody authorized allowances.  The query function is not offered with this 
process.  It is an update process ONLY.  Allowances may be tailored down but only 
specific users will be able to tailor allowances above the computed allowance.  The 
Wild Card Query (%) can only be used to restrict the possibilities within an 
associated List of Values (LOV).  If the user tries to commit a record without 
providing all the required information the form will post a message displaying which 
information is needed.
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EmploymentEmployment

      The purpose of this update form is to allow users to Update or Display the 
current employment for an AAI or CI depending on their respective role. If the user 
has the appropriate role and belongs to the associated SECA he will be able to 
create employment. 
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EmploymentEmployment

    The only requirement is that the AAI and CI must be valid and exist on the 
database.         
    Phantom AAIs are used to drive "O" level allowances into an I level IMRL when 
the squadrons actual AAI can't be used because it is already employed in its home 
station's IMRL. (Used for all carriers employment) Phantom Employment is 
required because an AAI can only be employed ONCE! (SERMIS Employment 
business rule).

After querying the 
AAI/CI a message will 
be displayed stating 
that employment 
does not exist and 
will ask if the user 
wants to create 
employment.  An 
answer of 'YES' will 
place the screen on 
the update tab. The 
user will then be able 
to Tab through the 
various Employment 
Information fields 
and add information 
as necessary.
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Activity Code values:
V - Vessel: will select items of SE from the source data that are restricted to vessel 
use and also the items that are applicable to both land and vessel use, making it 
unrestricted. 
L - Land: land will select items that are restricted to land use and the unrestricted 
items.
D - Deployable: can be used for supported activities that are land-based and can be 
deployed to a vessel.  An activity code of "D" will select from the source data all 
items that are unrestricted or separate restricted land and/or vessel allowances to 
be printed in the IMRL.  If the supported activity is not deployable, the activity code 
must be equal to the activity code of the supporting activity.  If the activity code of 
the supporting activity is ever changed, it will automatically change the activity 
code of all supported activities to the changed value.

IMRL SELECTION Code values:
A - Selects both I level and O level items. Posts the I level items to the supporting 
activity and posts the O level custody coded P, E, L, M and D items to the 
supporting activity's custody authorized allowance.
B - Selects O level custody coded P, E, L, M and D items.  Posts the O level custody 
coded P, E, L, M and D items to the supporting activity's custody authorized 
allowance.
C - Selects O level custody coded P and E items.  Posts the O level custody 
allowance.
D - Selects both I level and O level items.  Posts the O level custody coded P, E, L, M 
and D items to the supporting activity.  Posts the I level items and the O level items 
to the supported activity's custody authorized allowance.

Employment Potential ValuesEmployment Potential Values
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The following depicts the valid CI/AAI and maintenance level code 
combinations in relationship to the IMRL selection code (ISC).
ISC CI/AAI MAINTENANCE LEVEL 
CODE

A Equal D I O T IO IT
A Unequal I O T IO IT
B Unequal O T
C Unequal O T
D Unequal I O T IO IT

Employment Potential ValuesEmployment Potential Values
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     This process will copy tailoring actions and deviation added allowances by NIIN, from a 
specified activity.  It will then apply those actions to another specified activity.  The tailoring 
actions will be applied if a corresponding subsection allowance exists at the activity for which the 
tailoring is being applied which will include deviation added allowances by NIIN.  If a deviation 
added allowance by NIIN exists at the activity from which the tailoring actions are being copied, 
but does not exist at the activity to which the actions are being applied, then the deviation 
added allowance will be created. 

     This process will also re-compute the Custody Authorized Allowance that has not been 
tailored for the control identifier of the activity where the applicable tailoring action has been 
applied to the individual Authorized Allowance.

To use this process the 
user must belong to 
the SECA who owns 
the AAI where the 
tailoring is being 
applied.  Both the 
'Extract Tailoring From 
AAI' and 'Apply 
Tailoring To AAI' are 
required and must 
exist on the database.  
The AAI(s) cannot 
match.  The user will 
be notified via email 
when the tailoring 
actions are complete.

Transfer Tailoring UpdateTransfer Tailoring Update
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SLM to Activity Cross-Reference SLM to Activity Cross-Reference 
ReportReport

    This report will provide a listing of all activities for the specified SECA that 
maintain the SLM number requested on the report form.  Selection of a SLM Code is 
optional, however, if selected it will restrict the possibilities that are available in the 
SLM Number list.  This process is provided primarily as an aid for the employment 
maintenance function.  It will readily identify those activities that could be affected 
by Source Data SLM transactions.
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      This process replaces the functions that were provided with the SermFtp 
program.  It allows the user to upload LAMS export files of ATR or Auto Auth records 
to the SERMIS system and to schedule such batches for processing.  The Batch 
Upload menu provides access to the Batch Processing Request form and the Batch 
Status Query form.

Batch Uploads in SERMISBatch Uploads in SERMIS
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Batch Status QueryBatch Status Query

     The purpose of this form is to display the Batch Process Status and the Transaction 
Status within a Batch load.  If the user elects to not enter any query criteria, and 
executes the query, the form will retrieve ALL Batch jobs, for the Process Type 
selected, on the database.  The Wild Card Query (%) can only be used to restrict the 
possibilities within the Batch Number List of Values (LOV).  Once a query has been 
performed the user can double click on a record which will take the user to the 
appropriate update form (Transaction/Authorization).

To use this form a query 
must be executed.  Once 
a query has been 
performed the mode of 
the screen will change to 
Display.  The following 
are the required and/or 
optional entries 
necessary to perform a 
query:

Required Entries:

Process Type (Default is 
ATR) 

 

Optional Entries: 

Batch Number or Batch 
Process Status or Run 
Method or Transaction 
Status
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    At the beginning of the upload process this program performs initial validation against the 
submitted data and schedules accepted batches for processing.  For those batches which pass 
the validation the system generates a unique batch number and output filename which is 
displayed to the user.  At that time the 'Query Scheduled Batch' button becomes available and 
allows the user to view the status of the batch process.  Upon completion of the process e-mail is 
sent to the user/Alternate POC.

     Those batch processes, which do not pass the validation, are rejected and are not scheduled 
for processing.  An error message describing the nature of the failed validation is then displayed 
to the user.

     See manual for specific Line Values

Batch Processing Request FormBatch Processing Request Form
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INVENTORY Main MenuINVENTORY Main Menu

   The Inventory Sub-System has  Queries, Updates and Reports options. 
The Queries menu has Authorization History, Suspense, Transaction 
History, Available Transaction Serial Numbers, Asset Location and Loaned 
Asset.
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Authorization HistoryAuthorization History
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Suspense QuerySuspense Query
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Transaction History QueryTransaction History Query
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Available Transaction Serial Number Available Transaction Serial Number 
QueryQuery
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Asset Location QueryAsset Location Query
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Loaned Borrowed Asset QueryLoaned Borrowed Asset Query
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Inventory Main Menu UpdatesInventory Main Menu Updates
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Authorization UpdateAuthorization Update
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In Transit Survey UpdateIn Transit Survey Update
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Rework Asset Exchange UpdateRework Asset Exchange Update
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Inventory Transaction UpdateInventory Transaction Update
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Inventory ReportsInventory Reports
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Transaction Outside SERMIS Reports Transaction Outside SERMIS Reports 
(Batch Only)(Batch Only)
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Rework In-Transit ReportRework In-Transit Report
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Active Transaction ReportActive Transaction Report
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